Model Number F10P0-N3-3B

Notes:
1. All dimensions are in inches.
2. Sealed Pushbutton functions as Left Mouse Button. Refer to CTI Electronics Applications Note 811613 for Industrial Mouse® operation.
3. Output connector is .025 square pins (Gold Plated) on .100" centers. Use CTI cable P6S004-6.0 (9.5) or equivalent for connections.
4. This product contains static sensitive components. Use appropriate static precautions when handling and installing this product into OEM final assembly.
5. Consult factory for other configurations.

Typical Wiring of Auxiliary Mouse Buttons (by others)

Internal Circuitry of F1000 Series (shown in dashed box)

Auxiliary Mouse Button Wiring

Industrial Mouse® is a Registered Trademark of CTI Electronics Corporation
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